active rules in database systems monographs in computer - it then moves on to the implementation of active rules in a number of commercial systems before concluding with applications and future directions for research. all researchers in databases will find this a valuable overview of the topic.

Active Rules In Database Systems Monographs In Computer Science - Springer - active database systems extend their passive predecessors with rules that describe how the database should respond to events as they take place. active rules can be used either to extend the range of applications that can be supported effectively by a database system or to change the way in which existing applications are developed. Active Rules In Database Systems Monographs In Computer Science - Springer - Actively extending database systems is the topic of this monograph. It is the first book in a four volume series that will cover active database systems, their applications, their implementation, and a number of case studies. The book is divided into several parts organized by theme. The first part covers the underlying methodology regarding active rules next comes a collection of chapters which cover formal specification rule analysis performance analysis and support tools. The third part is devoted to a number of chapters covering the implementation of active rules in a number of commercial systems.

Monographs In Computer Science - Springer - Monographs In Computer Science. The main theme is active rules, as understood in the context of databases. The book is divided into several parts organized by theme. The first part covers the underlying methodology regarding active rules next comes a collection of chapters which cover formal specification rule analysis performance analysis and support tools. The third part is devoted to a number of chapters covering the implementation of active rules in a number of commercial systems.

Active Rules In Database Systems Monographs In Computer Science - Springer - dblp active rules in database systems - bibliographic content of active rules in database systems default search action combined dblp search author search venue search active rules in database systems monographs in computer science springer new york 1999 isbn 0 387 98529 8 part 1 fundamentals the dblp computer science bibliography is funded by, 9780387985299 active rules in database systems - active rules in database systems monographs in computer science springer used acceptable the book is a readable copy showing signs of wear and the pages are intact the cover may have some creases or minor tears the dust jacket if applicable may be missing the book may be an ex library book, active rules in database systems springer com - the book is divided into several parts organized by theme the first fundamentals covers the underlying methodology regarding active rules next comes a collection of chapters which cover formal specification rule analysis performance analysis and support tools the third part is devoted to a number of chapters covering the implementation of active rules in a number of commercial systems. Monographs In Computer Science - Springer - Monographs In Computer Science. The main theme is active rules, as understood in the context of databases. The book is divided into several parts organized by theme. The first part covers the underlying methodology regarding active rules next comes a collection of chapters which cover formal specification rule analysis performance analysis and support tools. The third part is devoted to a number of chapters covering the implementation of active rules in a number of commercial systems.
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